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First, thank you for your kind words (and for your thoughtful holiday card, I might add).  I still very much miss 

working at the Review Board and hope all is well there.Second, re: interviews in AZ, I'd be very happy to 

conduct them, especially if you believe I should.  At the same time, it is not self-effacing to say that to conduct 

them successfully I would need a refresher course on CIA issues as they relate to Oswald and Russia.  I have 

my copy of Newman here in AZ, which will help, but I presume you/Michelle will need to brief me by phone as 

to what you're really looking for (Michelle had earlier offered to send me draft questions and go over them 

with me, for instance).  Nor should you underestimate (see "Third" below) the quickness with which 

assassination-related knowledge submerges beneath the conscious mind once one is no longer working with it 

every day.  In short, if it's worth your/Michelle's while to help prep me for the interviews, I'd be genuinely 

pleased to do them.  But I would certainly understand if you thought it advisable to go another route.Third, 

McCombs.  While I remember advocating that Time-Life be approached, re: McCombs and the reinvestigation 

of the assassination, I don't recall enough specifics to be able to answer your query very usefully.  I put 

together a 7/29/96 (I believe this date is correct) summary memo of my trip to Martin, TN, and my review of 

the McCombs material.  A copy of it (per your instruction) is at the front of the hollinger box (row 5A in the scif 

when I left) labeled "McCombs" containing the material I copied and brought back with me to DC from TN.  

There is probably also a copy in a McCombs file in the lower lefthand drawer of my old desk (if these files 

haven't since been moved).  If I could review this memo, I could probably be more helpful.  I'm sorry I don't 

have a copy here.  If it's worth your while to have Kathy fax it here (602/955-5373) I could probably formulate 

a specific suggestion or two.  Unfortunately, Chet did not enable me to access my old personal wordperfect 

files on the computer I have here in AZ, or I'd just download it myself.Good to hear from you.   
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